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Abstract—The guaranty of trustiness wasn’t considered
enough in traditional software development methods, the
software developed in that methods lack effective measures
for ensuring its trustiness. Combining agent technique with
the support of trusted computing provided by TPM, a
trusted software constitution model based on Trust Engine
(TSCMTE) is demonstrated in this paper, Trust Engine
extends the “chain of trust” of TCG into application, and
cooperates with TPM to perform integrity measurement for
software entity to ensure the static trustiness, then through
verifying whether the dynamic behavior of software satisfies
the trustiness constraints at runtime, Trust Engine
guarantees the dynamic trustiness of software behavior. For
the purpose of improving the accuracy of trustiness
constraints, a strategy of determining the weights of
characteristic attributes based on information entropy is
proposed. Simulation experiments illustrate that the
trustiness of software developed by the TSCMTE is
improved effectively without performance degradation.
Index Terms—Trusted Software Constitution, Trust Engine,
Trust Control and Evaluation, Trust View, Software
Behavior Trace

I. INTRODUCTION
The increase in software size and the complexity of
external environment have resulted in the increasingly
descending of software quality. Once software failures
and malfunctions occur, especially when software is
attacked maliciously, it will bring tremendous loss to
people’s work and life. Trusted software will not result in
malfunction or failure largely even if caused by malicious
attacks, or system errors [1]. How to ensure the trustiness
of software will be an inexorable trend of software’s
development and application.
Trusted software constitution technology is an
important guarantee of software’s correct execution,
which ensures that software is always works in the
intended way and goes towards the intended direction [2].
Based upon the theory and technology of traditional
software, this paper presents a trusted software
constitution model based on Trust Engine (TSCMTE).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
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Section 2 covers the previous related works on the
research of software’s trustiness. Section 3 introduces the
framework of TSCMTE, and Section 4 presents the
software behavior and trustiness evaluation in detail.
Section 5 states the simulation experiments and results.
Finally, Section 6 draws conclusion and outlines future
extension of this work.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, the trustiness of software has drawn
more and more people’s attentions and large quantities of
research achievements have mounted in the field of the
software’s trustiness [3].
Formal methods [4] ensure the software’s trustiness in
a rigorous way. Cleaning Software Engineering [5] places
the process of software’s development in the control of
statistic value, which can be used to develop software
with high reliability certification. Aspect-oriented
programming methods (AOP) [6] can be used to separate
the monitoring and controlling for developing software
with trustiness, which records the process of software’s
execution to guarantee trustiness. Qu Yanwen et al. [7]
described the trustiness of software by Software Behavior,
which is defined by the expectations of software’s correct
execution, and the trustiness can be classified into several
classes. Lin Huimin et al. [8] carried out the formal
research on software with high trustiness, through
converting the problem that "whether the software has the
intended characteristics" into a mathematical problem
that "whether the software behavior S satisfies software
character F", to ensure that the behavior of software is
always consistent with the intended. Wang Huaimin et al.
[9] proposed the trustworthiness classification
specification of software, mainly included the definitions
of the trustiness classes, measurements of trusted
evidence and so on. Liu Jing [10] discussed how to
integrate the UTP and UML together to form a unified
modeling system, which not only makes the MDA
technology to be used to constitute trusted software, but
also adopts the formal specification of software and
techniques of model checking in the software’s
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development process to ensure software’s trustiness
fundamentally.
Through a brief review of the above researches on
software’s trustiness, it can be concluded that the
achievement on software’s trustiness have initiated us
into the causes of untrusted software, and some
countermeasures have been adopted. However, in the
field of software’s trustiness, the researches on the
constitution of trusted software continue to be scarce. To
bridge this gap, this paper demonstrates a trusted software
constitution model based on Trust Engine (TSCMTE),
and aims to:
1. show the framework of TSCMTE by combining
agent technique with the support of trusted computing
provided by TPM.
2. introduce software behavior and trustiness
evaluation in detail, including the guaranty for the static
integrity of software with Trust Engine, the definition,
representation and extraction of Software Intended
Behavior Trace.
3. propose a strategy of determining the weights of
characteristic attributes based on information entropy to
improve the accuracy of constraints.
III. THE TRUSTED SOFTWARE CONSTITUTION MODEL
BASED ON TRUST ENGINE
The basic idea of TSCMTE is not only guaranteeing
the static integrity of software, but also constraining the
dynamic behavior in the process of software execution
effectively. The trustiness of software is mainly
manifested in the trustiness of static integrity and
dynamic behavior of software. On the basis of ensuring
the static trustiness of software, the TSCMTE is driven
by software dynamic behavior, through monitoring the
dynamic behavior in the process of software execution, it
can be verified whether the dynamic behavior is always
consistent with the intended behavior, then the dynamic
behavior of software will be adjusted and controlled
possibly to ensure the dynamic trustiness of software.
A. Framework of TSCMTE
The software based on traditional theories faces two
typical security threats: first, the static integrity of
software is broken probably, suffering from virus, which
caused dynamic behavior to be changed; second, software

is illegally injected or interrupted by other processes in
the process of execution, such as buffer overflow attack,
which can change the dynamic behavior of software
possibly without breaking the static integrity.
Therefore, in order to identify the above-mentioned
security threats and ensure software’s trustiness,
combining agent technique with the support of trusted
computing provided by TPM, the framework of
TSCMTE is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1.
The reasons why the TSCMTE is proposed are listed
as follows:
1. Trusted computer based on TPM is of temporary
trustiness in the initial phase [11]. When software is
running, the trustiness of dynamic behavior of software
can’t be guaranteed if the static integrity has been broken.
2. It is effective for ensuring the dynamic trustiness to
monitor and constrain the dynamic behavior of software.
Inject the capability of monitoring in an appropriate way,
and then the entity agent [12] can autonomously monitor
the dynamic behavior and extract the related information
with its context.
The TSCMTE is made up of Application Software,
Trust Engine, TPM and Operation System.
1. Application Software: the source of software’s
dynamic behavior.
2. Trust Engine: extends the “chain of trust” of TCG
into application, and cooperates with TPM to perform
integrity measurement for software entity to ensure the
static trustiness, and based on agent technique, through
monitoring and extracting the dynamic behavior of
software, it can verify whether the dynamic behavior
satisfies the trustiness constraints, then adjust and control
the software behavior to ensure the dynamic trustiness. It
is composed of Trust Monitor, Context, Trust Control and
Evaluation, Trust View and Trusted Communication
Agent Interface.
(1) Trust Monitor: it can monitor the process of
software execution to extract related information.
(2) Context: it refers to the necessary conditions for
the operation and interaction of software, which
includes the time, environmental factors and other
related information. Whether the behavior is
trusted or not is closely related to the specific
context.

Figure 1. Framework of TSCMTE.
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(3) Trust Control and Evaluation: it’s responsible for
trustiness evaluation, and then it can adjust the
dynamic behavior and take appropriate measures
to control anomalous behavior according to the
result of evaluation.
(4) Trust View: it’s defined to represent the
characteristics of software behavior
(5) Trusted Communication Agent Interface (TCAI):
it’s a security bus actually which is of trustiness,
privacy and integrity [13] and responsible for
communication with other modules. That is, it can
guarantee the security of identity, the transmission
of message invisible to other processes and can’t
be modified unauthorizedly, etc.
Trust Engine as the core of TSCMTE interacts with
other modules to ensure the trustiness of software.
3. TPM: trusted computer based on TPM can be of
temporary trustiness in the initial phase.
The TSCMTE focuses on the logical framework and
the design of Trust Engine.
B. Trust Engine
For the openness of operational environment, there is
the security threat to the static integrity of software
inevitably. Combining “chain of trust” of TCG with the
support of trusted computing provided by TPM [14], the
TCG sets up a root of trust in computer system and builds
a chain of trust, which starts from root of trust to
hardware platform, and operating system. Trust Engine in
TSCMTE provides effective measurements to constrain
the static integrity of Software Module, and then passes
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trust. Therefore, trust can be extended into the whole
computer system. The chain of trust of TCG with Trust
Engine is shown in Fig. 2.
When Application Software is loading, Trust Engine
interacts with TPM firstly to check the static integrity,
and then trust can be extended from the root of trust into
Application Software. After that, the dynamic behavior of
Application Software in the process of execution can be
monitored and extracted to ensure the dynamic trustiness.
C. Trust Control and Evaluation
Application Software is the source of Software
Behavior. The dynamic behavior of software monitored
by Trust Monitor needs to be verified the consistency
with the intended behavior. Therefore, the intended
behavior as a benchmark of evaluation is the essential
prerequisite of dynamic trustiness constraints. The
Context extracted during software execution can
guarantee objectivity and credibility of software behavior.
The Trust Control and Evaluation proposed is made up
of Trusted Network Interface, Event Channel, Evaluation
and Trust Control. Its framework is shown as in Fig. 3:
1. Trusted Network Interface: the software based on
network interacts with other entities through the Trusted
Network Interface.
2. Event Channel: receive the related information
which extracted through monitoring the process of
software execution.
3. Evaluation: verify whether the dynamic behavior
satisfies the trustiness constraints.

Figure 2. Chain of trust of TCG with Trust Engine.

Figure 3. Framework of Trust Control and Evaluation.
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4. Trust Control: according to the evaluation result,
adjust dynamic behavior and take appropriate measures to
control anomalous behavior.
IV. SOFTWARE BEHAVIOR AND TRUSTINESS EVALUATION
A. Related Definitions
The definition of trustiness is given by TCG according
to the behavior of the entity: An entity can be trusted if it
always behaves in the expected manner for the intended
purpose [15]. Therefore, as an entity, the trustiness of
software depends on whether its behavior is trusted or not.
The related definitions are listed as below:
Definition 1. Software Behavior: Software behavior
refers to any changes, influences or any operations made
to the other independent entities when the software works
as an independent entity [7], that is, software is able to
perform its function by consuming computer resources.
Definition 2. Trustiness of Software Behavior: If the
dynamic behavior in the process of software execution is
always consistent with the intended behavior, it can be
considered as trusted.
Definition 3. Software Intended Behavior Trace: it is
the representation of intended behavior of software,
which is composed of Software Intended Operation Trace
and Software Intended Function Trace.
Definition 4. Software Intended Operation Trace:
represents the intended routes on which some significant
positions are selected orderly as monitor points. It can be
denoted by ordered vectors.
Definition 5. Software Intended Function Trace:
describes the intended functions performed on monitor
points. It is constituted by a series of functions with
related information and also denoted by ordered vectors.
B. Software Intended Operation Trace
Definition 6. Check Point: It’s a significant point
which was set up as a monitor on the route of software
execution. It contains two types: Ordinary Check Point
and Branch Check Point. Ordinary Check Point records
function with its related information, and Branch Check
Point records transfer condition and other related
information.
The ordered vector of Check Points can guarantee the
dynamic trustiness of software operation trace from the
aspect of intended routes. However, where to set up the
Check Points on the route of software execution is a
significant problem that should be solved. It is to consider
that: 1. from the routes coverage of software execution,
setting up as more Check Points as possible will improve
the accuracy of the constraints of software’s dynamic
operation trace; 2. from the efficiency of software
execution, setting up more Check Points means extracting
and storing more related information, which will reduce
the efficiency of software execution. Therefore, how to
make balance between accuracy and efficiency should be
analyzed. In addition, the granularity of setting up Check
Points determines the degree of software’s dynamic
trustiness. According to the rules as follows, Check
Points can be set up on the routes of software execution:
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Rule 1: Set up Ordinary Check Points at significant
system calls. In order to perform certain function, most
software needs to interact with kernel through system
calls. System call sequences can reflect software behavior
to a certain degree [16]. Therefore, it can evaluate the
trustiness of software’s dynamic behavior.
Rule 2: Set up Branch Check Points at each conditional
branch, and set up Ordinary Check Points at the body of
each branch separately. Due to the non-determinism
caused by branches, software is easy to be attacked at
each conditional branch and executes the unexpected
branch path which is difficult to be detected. Therefore, it
is necessary to set up Branch Check Points for ensuring
the trustiness of dynamic behavior.
Rule 3: Set up Ordinary Check Points in the end of
basic function. The results of software execution can
evaluate whether the independent Software Module
performed intended operation.
C. Software Intended Function Trace
Definition 7. Scene: It’s a vector of n-tuples which
records the background and function during software
execution. Ordinary Check Point contains certain
function with function name, function arguments, CPU
load, memory usage, result of software execution and so
on; Branch Check Point concludes CPU load, memory
usage, branch data, transfer condition and so on.
Definition 8. Time Interval: It is an interval that
software consumes between adjacent Check Points in the
process of execution, which can ensure the dynamic
trustiness of software behavior between adjacent Check
Points.
The vectors which records Scene and Time Interval
can guarantee the dynamic trustiness of Software
Operation Trace from the aspect of intended function.
However, for different Check Points, the same attribute,
due to the difference of values, contributes to ensuring
the dynamic trustiness of Software Intended Function
Trace differently.
Information entropy is the measure of uncertainty of a
random variable [17]. For the purpose of improving
accuracy of the constraints of dynamic trustiness, a
strategy of determining the weights of characteristic
attributes based on information entropy is proposed.
Suppose that there is a set of n-samples, denoted by
E={e1, e2, ……, en}, which is obtained at certain Ordinary
Check Point during software execution. Each sample ej is
represented by the vector of characteristic attributes
ej=<Function, Argument, CPU, Memory, Result,
TimeInterval>. So, the matrix E={ e(i,j) }, 1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤6
is the source of determining the weights of characteristic
attributes based on information entropy. The strategy
mainly contains 5 steps as follows:
1. The probability pij when the value of attribute j is
e(i,j):
e(i , j )
(1)
pij = n
i = 1,2, L , n

∑ e(i j)
,

i =1
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Where e(i , j ) is the frequency when the value of
attribute j is e(i,j) , so that

n

∑ e (i j ) = n
,

i =1

2. The information entropy of attribute j is:
ej = − k

n

∑p
i =1

ij ln

⎧1

na = 1

⎪⎩ ln na

na ≥ 2

pij k = ⎪⎨ 1

(2)

Where na is the count of different values of attribute
j, lnna is the max value of information entropy, so 0≤ej≤1
3. Let
gj = 1 − ej
(3)
4. The sum of information entropy of E={ e(i,j) } is:
E' =

6

∑e

(4)

j

j =1

5. The weight of attribute j after normalized is:

ωj =

gj
6 − E'

j = 1, 2, L ,6 0 ≤ ω j ≤ 1,

6

∑ω

j

=1

(5)

j =1

However, the strategy has its limitation which didn’t
consider the relations among characteristic attributes, and
an intensive study will be made in the future.
D. Extraction of Software Intended Behavior
Extracting the intended behavior of software is crucial
to the generation of Trust View. The methods of
extraction generally contains: static extraction and
dynamic extraction. Static extraction doesn’t need to
execute software. It is able to obtain the control flow of
software by analyzing the source code, but can’t extract
background information [18]. Dynamic extraction can
obtain the execution model through monitoring the
dynamic behavior. The model is incomplete because its
generation relays on the input and operation [19], but it
contains the context, execution time and related
information of software execution.
The TSCMTE makes full use of static extraction and
dynamic extraction. Firstly, static extraction was done to
select some significant points as Check Points on the
intended routes of software, and then the intended
operation trace of software was gotten. Secondly, when
the software is in the process of execution, dynamic
extraction was done to extract the Scene, Time Interval
with other related information by weaving the sensors on

the position of Check Points. Specifically, sensor is
essentially a program for extracting function with related
information, which is triggered automatically. Then the
intended function trace during software execution was
obtained.
Both the intended operation trace and intended
function trace mutually complete each other, and then
constitute the software intended behavior trace accurately.
The generation process of software intended behavior
trace is shown in Fig. 4.
E. Representation of Software Intended Behavior
The existing representations of dynamic behavior of
software, such as Petri nets [20], automata theory [21],
didn’t take the relationships between the behavior and
trustiness of software into account. Qu Yanwen [7]
proposed the behavior tree, which is a representation of
behavior trace of software. Actually, the behavior tree is
an effective representation of Software Intended Behavior.
The TSCMTE adopts Trust View to represent Software
Intended Behavior which can be described as
TrustView(V, E, T, v0, Ve):
V is the set of check points, can be expressed as V( Id,
Type, Scene), where Id is the unique identity; Type
describes the type of check points: 0 represents ordinary
check points, and 1 represents branch check points; Scene
characterizes the function and related information of
current check point. If Type=0, it can be denoted by
Scene<Function, Argument, CPU, Memory, Result>; if
Type=1, it can be denoted by Scene<CPU, Memory,
BranchData, TransferCondition>.
E is a set of edges connecting check points associated
with transitions. It is the subset of the 2-dimensional
space V×V. Its element ei is a directed edge and be
described as ei=<vi, vj>.
T is the set of time intervals. For any edge ei=<vi,
vj>∈E, the weight of ei represents the transferred interval
between vi and vj.
v0 is the initial check point, v0∈V.
Ve is the set of the final check points, ve∈V.
F. Trustiness Evaluation
Based on the research on software behavior, a strategy
of trustiness evaluation is proposed, the process is given
in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Generation process.
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Figure 5. Trustiness Evaluation of TSCMTE.

The evaluation of software intended operation trace is
to verify whether the practical identification of check
point consistent with the intended. However, for the
evaluation of software intended function trace, we adopt
the above-mentioned strategy of determining the weights
of characteristic attributes based on information entropy.
After get the weights of all attributes, we sum up all
sample pattern with different weighting factor to perform
evaluation. The values of every attribute are described by
abstract value range [22]. If the value of j belongs to the
intended range, then cj=1, else cj=0. The value of
evaluation C is:

software as below: wu-ftpd, linuxconf, gzip and ps after
attacked by existing exploits.
100%

90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
wu-ftpd

6

C = ∑ω jc j

A trusted threshold T is defined. If C<T, it indicates
the software has been attacked, else the software is
trusted. The value of T depends on special condition.

30%

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

15%

This section discusses the simulation experiments
undertaken to evaluate the trustiness and performance of
the TSCMTE. Trustiness is generally evaluated in two
aspects: the effectiveness and accuracy. All evaluations
obtained were run on a Core(TM)2 E8400 trusted
computer based on TPM with 2GB of ram for Linux
2.6.12.
The TSCMTE proposed has carried out trustiness
constraints of software’s static integrity and dynamic
behavior completely. The integrity measurement
provided by TPM can guarantee the static integrity of
software, but the dynamic constraints can’t ensure the
trustiness of software behavior accurately. The goal of
our model is to keep high accuracy of trustiness
evaluation.
Accuracy is generally evaluated in two aspects: True
Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). True
Positive represents an effective detection, this is,
accepting an event when it is actually trusted; False
Positive represents a wrong detection, that is, rejecting an
event when it is actually trusted. The TPR should be as
high as possible, and the FPR should be as low as
possible.
This paper carried out the experiments for the purpose
of accuracy evaluation without weights (equal weights)
and with weights respectively, the results reflected in Fig.
6 and Fig. 7 that show the TPR and FPR based on
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linuxconf

gzip

ps

Figure 6. True Positive Rate of TSCMTE.

(6)

j =1

without weights
with weights

95%

without weights
with weights

25%
20%

10%
5%
0%
wu-ftpd

linuxconf

gzip

ps

Figure 7. False Positive Rate of TSCMTE.

From the above experiments it can be found out that
the TSCMTE without weights (equal weights) performs
high True Positive Rate, but also has high False Positive
Rate. This is due to the fact that the features of dynamic
behavior are deficient, that is, the characteristic attributes
extracted are so limited that can’t distinguish the trusted
behavior from anomalous behavior.
Take an Ordinary Check Point in gzip for example,
this paper adopted the strategy introduced in section 4.3.2
to carry out experiments, the weights of characteristic
attributes and detection results are shown in Table Ⅰ. It
can be observed that, the TSCMTE with weights not only
improves the True Positive Rate, but also greatly reduce
the False Positive Rate.
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TABLE I.
WEIGHTS OF CHARACTERISTIC ATTRIBUTES AND DETECTION RESULTS

Characteristic Attributes
Without
weights

With
weights

Function

Argument

CPU

Memory

Result

TimeInterval

Detection Results

Weights

0.166

0.166

0.166

0.166

0.166

0.166

——

Attack

×

×

√

√

√

√

False Negative(0.33)

Normal

√

×

√

×

√

×

False Positive(0.498)

Weights

0.37

0.23

0.13

0.05

0.2

0.02

——

Attack

×

×

√

√

√

√

Attack(0.6)

Normal

√

×

√

×

√

×

Normal(0.3)

Trusted threshold T is 0.4：√ represents consistence with the intended; × represents deviation from the intended.

The performance of the TSCMTE mainly comes from
verifying whether the dynamic behavior trace extracted
during software execution is in accordance with the
intended. From the investigation, it is found that regular
software has a considerably lower system call density.
Take gzip for example, when the model was enabled, the
CPU load increased about 15% and the memory usage
grew by about 10%. Therefore, the TSCMTE has an
acceptable performance. Meanwhile, it also greatly
improves the trustiness of software.
In addition, this model has been adopted in the
information management system of Department of
Science and Technology of Hebei Province, China, the
effective trustiness and acceptable performance have
been proved completely.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a trusted software constitution model
based on Trust Engine (TSCMTE) is proposed. Software
Intended Behavior Trace was introduced to describe the
intended behavior of software, which consists of Intended
Operation Trace and Intended Function Trace. The
former is the intended routes which can be denoted by
vectors of ordered Check Points; the latter describes the
intended functions, which is constituted by a series of
functions with related information. Time Interval can
ensure the trustiness of software behavior between
adjacent Check Points. For the purpose of ensuring
software’s trustiness, the TSCMTE carries out constraints
of software’s static integrity and dynamic behavior
completely. Furthermore, in order to improve the
accuracy of constraints, a strategy of determining the
weights of characteristic attributes based on information
entropy is proposed. The simulation experiments and
practical application show that the trustiness of software
developed by the TSCMTE is improved greatly without
performance degradation. However, the TSCMTE has its
own limitations, an intensive research will be made on
the trustiness evaluation and the temporal and spatial
correlations among characteristic attributes for
determining weights in the future.
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